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On May 4, 2012, the meeting for commemorating the 90th anniversary of the founding of Communist Youth League of China was convened in the Great Hall of the People, Beijing. President Hu Jintao attended the meeting and delivered a speech.

The president made five proposals to China’s young people. Firstly, he expressed hope that youths can uphold their lofty ideals. Secondly, young people should study hard to learn all kinds of knowledge and practical capabilities. Thirdly, he suggested youths work hard and avoid basing their lives on comfort. Fourthly, the president said young people should maintain enthusiasm for innovation and creativity and, lastly, that they can maintain noble and honorable morals and behavior.

The speech of Hu Jintao was inspiring and inspirational, which was widely recognized and welcomed by the youth presented in the meeting.

Before the convening of the meeting, Hu Jintao, Wu Bangguo, Wen Jiabao, Jia Qinglin, Li Changchun, Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang, He Guoqiang, Zhou Yongkang and other party and state leaders met with the youth representatives and representatives from all levels of Communist Youth League.

Approximately 6000 young people presented at the meeting, most of which were representatives of members of Communist Youth League from Beijing.
On April 19, 2012, the New Media and Cultural Achievements Exchange Exhibition of the Communist Youth League of China was held in Beijing Exhibition Center.

The exhibition lasted for four days and was aimed at sharing the experience and achievements of new media application and culture development, thus encouraging the youth work from “offering activities and concrete work” to “offering working modes and guiding ideologies”. The exhibition space was divided into two parts as the comprehensive zone and the thematic zone. Through the display of websites, videos, music, animation games, books, magazines and newspapers, the exhibition vividly presented the new achievements and breakthroughs of the Communist Youth League of China in exploring new media and cultural means to facilitate youth from different perspectives and levels.

The exhibition attracted the attention of a wide range of youth and children. “The Communist Youth League should take initiative in catering to the wide application of new media among youth, develop and set up new working channels with the aid of new media, thus offering considerate information service for the work, study and life of youth.” A young scholar from Guangdong Province expressed his advice on the exhibition.
On May 14, 2012, the first “Zunkunftbrücke: Chinese-German Young Professional Campus” co-organized by All-China Youth Federation and the German foundation Stiftung Mercator commenced in Beijing.

Under the theme of “Towards a Low Carbon Economy—The Sustainable Development of Chinese and German Cities in the 21st Century,” 40 young professionals from both countries worked together on seven topics during the ten-day session. The topics of the professional campus include “Low Carbon and Sustainable Cities from the Perspective of the 21st Century”, “The Role of Enterprises in the Low Carbon Economic Development”, “Challenges Faced by Low Carbon Technology Innovation and Cooperation” and so on.

It will last for 10 consecutive years since 2012, thus serving as a good platform for the exchange and mutual understanding between Chinese and German youth leaders.

The application phase of the 2012 “Go West—College Graduates Volunteer Program” has drew to an end this year. 61,516 graduates from more than 1,000 colleges and universities applied for the program.

According to the people in charge of this program, among the applicants, more than 7,000 people are located in Guizhou Province, 6,366 and 6,247 of them are based in Shandong and Sichuan Province respectively. Applicants from the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Shaanxi, Hubei and several other provinces all exceeded 3,000. In this year, 38,800 applicants are of or above bachelor’s degree, accounting for 63.1% of the total, among which 1,289 and 20 of the applicants are of master’s or doctor’s degree respectively, which was a boom compared with the previous year in terms of proportion over the previous year.

Roughly 17,000 applicants will be selected to undertake the “Go West” program and the program will mainly cover seven areas, namely, basic education, agriculture, health care, grass-root youth work, society management, targeted aid for Xinjiang and targeted aid for Tibet. The scale of postgraduate-volunteer team for education will gradually expand in the next few years.
Program of Aiding 10,000 Vocational Talents in the Central and Western Regions Launched

On May 29, 2012, the meeting for the “Program of Aiding 10,000 Vocational Talents in the Central and Western Regions” were convened. In the meeting, the Office for the program made arrangements and plans for the work of the whole program during the year.

The program encourages the young surplus labor forces in the central and western regions to receive a two or three years’ free vocational education. These young people can also get a grant of 1500 RMB yuan each year during their school years. After graduation, the students will be granted the corresponding certificates and be introduced to the employers. The year 2012 will witness 10,000 people from 22 central and western provinces be enrolled by the program and the program will be undertaken by Changsha HQ Global Education Inc. and Shaanxi Zhenhua Vocational Institute.

In cooperation with the Bureau of Policy and Regulations of the State Council Poverty Alleviation Leading Group Office, All-China Youth Federation will further improve the role of the program in promoting the employment and entrepreneurship of rural youth and enhancing the development of rural area.
Awarded Work of “The Most Beautiful Mind” Micro-work Contest Unveiled

On June 6, 2012, “The Most Beautiful Mind” micro-work contest drew to an end. The contest lasted for more than five months and entries of the contest include original micro-articles, micro-photos and micro-videos. After the procedures of primary selection, twice selection, online election and expert evaluation, nearly 150 pieces of work stand out from the more than 1,000 entries and were granted the awards of best work, distinctive work and recommended work. The award-winning work includes the well-known work such as “A Stormy New Year’s Eve”, “The Smiling Faces of the Children of Migrant Workers” and “The Unknown Hero”.

“The Most Beautiful Mind” Micro-work Contest was aimed at encouraging children to find and dig the beauty in our society and to cultivate the merits of upright, kind-hearted, honest and sympathetic.

By the end of April, the contest had collected 33,473 entries, among which there were 24,375 micro-articles, 8,728 micro-photos and 370 micro-videos. In addition, the activity was commented for more than 150,000 times online and nearly 10,000,000 young pioneers paid attention to or directly took part in the activity.

According to the organizer of the contest, this activity won warm social response and the second session of the contest will be lunched before the end of the year, thus making “The Most Beautiful Mind” a branded activity of the website www.k168.cn and create a green, safe and healthy cyber environment for children.
Jilin: University Entrepreneurship Club—the Incubator for Young Entrepreneurs

The founding conference of the Jilin Provincial University Entrepreneurship Club was held in the Jilin Youth Entrepreneurship Garden. 120 representatives attended the meeting. The representatives are consisted of teachers from university Communist Youth Leagues Committee and Employment Departments as well as young entrepreneurs and university students.

The founding of the Jilin Provincial University Entrepreneurship Club is one of the highlight events of the provincial youth federation in strongly promoting “the enhancing of employment by entrepreneurship” and facilitating the growth and development of university students. The Jilin Provincial University Entrepreneurship Club will serve as a medium for university students to renew their ideas, cultivate innovative thoughts, obtain entrepreneurial inspirations, meet with new friends and materialize technologies and ideas.

Liaoning: the Eighth “Challenge Cup” Offers Platform of Employment and Entrepreneurship for University Students

On June 7, 2012, the opening ceremony of the final session of the eighth “Challenge Cup” university students’ entrepreneurship proposal competition of Liaoning Province was held in the Huludao Campus of Liaoning Technical University. More than 400 competitors from 64 universities all over the province attended the ceremony.

Since the beginning of the competition in April, university students vied in taking part in it and more than 1,000 entries from 64 universities all over the province was collected. After the procedures of primary evaluation and twice evaluation, 100 proposals with originality from 31 universities were displayed on the final session of the competition.

The successful holding of this competition will not only facilitate the achievements of ability oriented education in Liaoning Province, but also offer a platform of employment and entrepreneurship for university students, thus benefiting the development of innovative ability and entrepreneurship spirit of university students as well as the development of economy.
Guizhou: Perfecting the Supervision System of Lunch Project with Technological Means

On May 19 and 20, 2012, the staff of Micro-foundation, people in charge of the work of Maitian Project in Guizhou Province and the volunteers of Micro-foundation arrived at Shaping Primary School in Xiangkou Town, Honghuagang District, Zunyi City of Guizhou Province for conducting the training on the usage of information system based on smart phones. Teachers from 12 schools which joined the Micro-foundation Lunch Project received mobile phones and the related training.

Since its founding, the Micro-foundation has been operating under the principle of high transparency and has never stopped its effort in improving its trustworthiness.

“Trust is built upon on authenticity. Only by honestly disclosing our information, can we win the understanding and support of the society. Online donation features instant feedback and disclosure of information. It is the future trend to improve the transparency of charity and the informationization of rural education with the help of smart phones”, said Liang Shuxin, Executive President of Micro-foundation.

To better reflect the implement of the Lunch Project and share information with netizens, the Micro-foundation handed out a number of smart phones to the teachers to report the use of the lunch each day. All these smart phones were donated by Huawei Device Co., Ltd.

“It has been proved by our practice that the internet and information technology can serve as the wings of the cause of charity. How to improve the connection between charity and the IT industry should become one of the subjects of our research”, commented by Yang Zhen, Secretary-general of Guizhou Youth Development Foundation.
On June 9, 2012, the 2012 Qinling Environment Protection Volunteer Action was launched at the foot of Qinghua Mountain near Fengyukou of Qinling. More than 600 environment protection activists took part in the launching ceremony.

The 2012 Qinling Environment Protection Volunteer Action is the extension of the brand event “Protecting Qinling and the Mother River”. The aim of the volunteer action was to expand the influence of Qinling environment protection, attract the attention of youth and the whole society to the protection of Qinling environment, in an effort to draw more people to take part in the environment protection of Qinling. The volunteer action will last from June to October. Targeting at the 72 valleys and their nearby areas, the volunteer action mainly includes four aspects, namely ecological investigation, concentrated cleaning, focused greening and intensified publicizing and training on environment protection. Some auxiliary activities will also be conducted, such as a sign supporting the environment protection in Qinling area, knowledge sharing on environment protection and photo exhibition. The volunteer action is expected to be taken part in by 10,000 people. After the announcement of the volunteer action, various organizations and individuals responded positively: more than 60 teams working on environment protection applied for the highlight events, involving more than 3,000 volunteers.
On the morning of May 26, 2012, the activity of “City Exploration and Photographing” was launched in the monument of the former site of the Central Committee of the Communist Youth League of China. 40 young volunteers and 40 pupils from Fuzhi Primary School of Shanghai Fengxian District and the Press of Xiaozhuren Newspaper took part in the activity. The objective of “City Exploration and Photographing” was to facilitate youth and children who came to live in Shanghai from other places to get a thorough knowledge of the history and culture of Shanghai so that they can enjoy their life in Shanghai.

During the activity, the pupils, with cameras in their hands and under the guidance of volunteers, toured around the city. They visited Waitan, the pedestrian walkway of Nanjing Road, Yuyuan Garden and Yuyangli to discover the past trace of the city and imagine its future. The participants were divided into groups and each group was assigned with different tasks. Each of the groups consisted of two pupils and two volunteers and their tasks include “take a photo for the building which in your mind can symbolize the image of the city most”, “take photos for the Shanghai specialty food and desserts”, “take photos of yourselves in the Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Center” and so on. The organizers handed out tool-bags for the groups. The tool-bags are stuffed with activity fund, city maps, umbrellas, etc. In the experience-sharing session held in the afternoon, the representatives of each group shared their favorite photos and expressive experience.

This activity was originated from the wish of a pupil—Ma Junxin, a student of Fuzhi Primary School once told the volunteers of Amway that her biggest wish was to enjoy a spring outing bringing with her camera. In order to help these children realize their wishes, the organizers of the activity published an initiate on the local Youth Daily. The initiate won instant support from the society: half of the volunteers and all the cameras used in this activity were chosen and borrowed from social applicants.
Hubei: The Third Charity Dinner for “Hope Project” Succeeded

With the last lot auctioned with a record-breaking price of the whole charity dinner, the third charity dinner for the “Hope Project” of Hubei Province ended in an atmosphere of love. The charity dinner gathered more than 400 celebrities, successful entrepreneurs and charity activists. This four-hour charity dinner raised 35,996,000 RMB yuan in total, which is enough for constructing 1,000 canteens for the schools in the rural areas of Dabieshan and Wulingshan mountainous areas. These canteens can serve clean and healthy food for 700,000 students.

“Hope helps me to search the sunshine of life, and in hope lie my fancy for the future life...” Pupils from Dabieshan Hope Primary School sang songs for people attending the dinner.

It only cost 30,000 yuan to build a “hope kitchen”. With the lots auctioned one after another, the dinner was gradually approaching to its apex and applauses broke out now and again.

Recent years, the “Hope Project” of Hubei Province has been trying to innovate its working method and has developed charity dinner into one of the most high profile charity events in the province. The first and second charity dinners raised nearly 50,000,000 RMB yuan in total.
Kou Chaoran, Secretary of Communist Youth League of Class Two stood on the platform facing the whole class. The word she was going to say made her a little excited and nervous—game. In the eyes of most ordinary people, the word “game” has nothing to do with most Chinese students aged at 16 or 17 because of their heavy curricular schedule. But recently game is gradually reviving in schoolyards.

Not long before, a seminar on schoolyard games was held by the Department of School Affairs of the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China and China Youth& Children Research Center. The seminar was expected to design games for middle and high school students catering to their life, study and psychological characteristics, thus helping them relief pressure and grow in happiness.

Since March, 2012, 12 schools were selected as the pilot school for conducting the research project named “Schoolyard Game and Happy Growth” and revived campus game. Beijing Dongfang Decai School located in Chaoyang District of Beijing, the alma mater of Kou Chaoran, was one of them.
“Will they love this game? Can we find back our childhood happiness in this game?” The worrisome of Kou Chaoren was not unfounded. Before the game was promoted, Yang Jinhua, Deputy Director of the Project and researcher of Institute of Children and Kids of China Youth & Children Research Center has been to Beijing Dongfang Decai School for training the students. He once talked with the students. When he asked the students about “do you have time to play games and which kinds of games do you like”, the answers were nearly the same: “we are under such great pressure that we have no time at all to play games. We even don’t like playing games”.

According to Sun Hongyan, Director of the Project and Director of Institute of Children and Kids of China Youth & Children Research Center, the Center has made three surveys on the development of children and kids of the whole country in 1999, 2005 and 2010 respectively. The surveys reflect an apparent trend that the children are under increasing pressure: their sleeping time is becoming shorter and their constitution is becoming poorer. Students only have a little or barely no time to play outdoors, and more than half of the students have to go to crammer schools in the weekends.

“We usually use words like young and vigorous to describe students. However, what we see now is that they are living a kind of ‘grey’ life: unemotional, lack of passionate and uninterested”, said Chen Jing, Secretary of Communist Youth League Committee of Beijing Dongfang Decai School.

“The Children are under too heavy burdens and we should bring happiness back to them”, said Zhang Meiling, member of the research team and researcher of Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Growing with the Company of Games and Happiness

In the process of the survey and interview, Sun Hongyan found that though they said they “don’t like playing games”, the students play games everyday actually. During the intervals of classes, they may hide bags of their classmates, throw the books onto the wings of electric fans or jump to touch the upper side of doorframes. “Actually they need games”, said Sun Hongyan.

On behalf of her class, Kou Chaoran fetched a card which wrote the instructions of the game. “Different classes will have different games. Each class can play the game they were assigned to or design games themselves”, said Kou Chaoran. Considering that the assigned game was “not challenging”, Kou and her classmates designed a brand-new game of “answering questions to get promoted”.

To the surprise of Kou Chaoran, her classmates were very enthusiastic about the games. They all vied in having a try. Li Mo (a pseudonym) was scanty of words and seldom talked with other classmates. “When I told her about her task in the game, she was stony-faced”, said Kou Chaoran, “But when I read her name during the task distribution, she was extremely pleasant”.

The process of playing games not only helped Li Mo rebuilt her self-confidence, but also revived sense of group honor of the whole class.

“The student now become more quickly in assembling to take part in class activities. They are more self-confident, more active and have a stronger sense of cooperation. In fact, compared with the game itself, the experience of participating in together and the enjoying of the pleasure is more important for students”, said Chen Jing.

“We have only one requirement for children—to live happily. While enjoying happiness, they gradually get to know how to cooperate with others and create new ideas. In addition, games can release them from pressure and help them to be better prepared for future study”, said Zhang Meiling.
Play Games at Your Will

Following the principle of “give happiness back to children”, the research team organized 12 schools and designed 162 sets of games. The physical education teachers helped students to make the most of available space in schools to create a good environment for game playing. Beijing Dongfang Decai School combined the game designing with the firsthand experience of students and employed a series of means to attract the participation of students, such as photos, videos and posters. Wangjing Experimental High School introduced games into the class intervals and was highly appreciated by the students. Xizang High School invited game experts to help students improve the games they designed. Taking advantage of the diversified culture of different ethnic groups, Beijing Minzu High School designed a proportion of ethnic games.

Sun Hongyan, Director of the Project, suggested that the pilot schools should pay more attention to the feasibility and popularity of the games. Good games should emerge from the actual use of students and should never create extra pressure for them. Game designing should take the subjectivity of students into consideration. Each student is a game designer in himself/herself and they should be granted with the right to choose the games they like. Playing games should be a process for the students to seek happiness instead of a process where adults to add restrictions to them. In addition, games should be of high interactivity and can improve children’s ability to exchange, cooperate or tolerate others. Good games should cater to the psychological features of middle and high school students and be entertaining, innovative and of educational function.

It was reported that the Department of School Affairs of the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China will promote schoolyard games in the middle and high schools all over the country in September.
Portraits of the Winners of the 16th Wusi Youth Medal

On May 4, 2012, the 90th anniversary of the Communist Youth League of China, 25 outstanding youth from various professions and job posts were awarded the Wusi Youth Medal by the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China and All-China Youth Federation. Wusi Youth Medal is the highest honor for youth in the country.

The winners of the medals include the dedicating rural doctor, the staunchly solider of People’s Liberation Army, the selfless university-graduate rural official, and the hard-working young scientist...Although coming from different fields and posts, they are of the common traits of enthusiastic, unswerving and dedicating.

The Girl Who Plants Warmness

Only by treating people like treating your families, can you win respect and fondness from them. Five years ago, Zhong Jing, who was awarded as “the most kind-hearted rural doctor” on the internet, came to Longhe Village of Longchang, Zhenfeng County from the capital city Guiyang. Zhong Jing founded a dispensary in the village and served people there with her medical knowledge and sincerity.

“Under the strike of poverty, she kept struggle and remained positive. The vigor of youth helped her to confront all the misfortunes. Facing the tough circumstances, she never complained or shrank. She filled every detail of caring her mother with filial piety. Although the past 4,000 days were filled with hardship, shining smile never vanished from her face.” Though her foster mother fed her for only three years, she in terms, took care of her foster mother as her responsibility through her life. Her thin shoulder took the burden of the whole family.

Nine years ago, an abrupt accident happened to the then university student Zhao Renwei, maiming him to a disabled person of high paraplegia. Only his head and neck remained the normal function of moving. Zhao faced the harsh reality bravely and tried to practice using chopsticks and keyboards with his mouth. Now, Zhao has become a well-known cyber novelist, bringing happiness to numerous netizens as well as to himself.

She helped local residents get rid of poverty, making their average income per capita surged form 100 RMB yuan to more than 1500 RMB yuan. She also helped 380 deprived children enter classrooms again. She even confronted bandits solely by herself in desperate moment when the life and property of others were in
danger. She is He Fangli, a director in the army which located in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.

Great Contributions on Ordinary Posts

He is one of the lowest ranked officials in China—Assistant to the Party Secretary of the village and Secretary of the Communist Youth League Committee of the village. But he was of the highest profile when he was busy with the work of the village, such as editing the newspaper of the village and subscribing internet access for the village. He dedicated himself to the development of the village and engaged in numerous development efforts of the village: seeking funding and investment, exploring market and upgrading the economic structure of the village. Thanks to his efforts, the once poverty-stricken village developed so quickly that it became well-known in local areas within a year. He is Guo Weijing, a post-1980 young man who works in Ke’an Village, of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.

“The oil wells depend on pressure to give out oil, while people sometimes can convert pressure into the driving force for proceeding.” Hu Zhiqiang, head of drilling team of Petrochina Daqing Oilfield made one after another breakthrough with his team during the past eight years. By March 15, 2012, his team had drilled 2005 oil wells, whose depths accrued 2,480,000 meters and equal to the height of 280 Mount Qomolangmas. Thirty-nine years old now, Hu Zhiqiang started his career from working as an ordinary worker.

Over the past 20 years, she was awarded the highest prize for QC achievement by the Urumqi Railway Bureau for 14 times and the
She returned to China after living abroad for ten years. As a world-renowned young scientist in the field of medical imaging and nuclear medicine, she was among the first group of experts recruited by the Recruitment Program of Global Experts. She was once awarded the Molecular Imaging Award by the Radiological Society of North America. She was Tian Mei, Ph. D. supervisor and professor of medical imaging and nuclear medicine of No. 2 Hospital, School of Medicine, Zhejiang University. 50 of her English papers were recruited by the Science Citation Index. She was the adviser and editorial board member of seven foreign academic journals. In addition, she made a series of research findings in the fields of multi-mode medical molecular imaging and molecular gene image tracing.

On August 18, 2012, he drove the Chinese deep-sea submersible, Jiaolong, reached a depth of over 5,000 meters in its test drive, marking that China has becoming the fifth country in the world to send a man to the depth of more than 3,500 meters below sea level. He took part in the whole process of the designing and manufacturing of Jiaolong with multi-roles: designer, quality inspector, manufacture advisor and trail mariner. He was the founder and explorer of the occupation of aquanaut in China and helped to lay a solid foundation for the aquanaut training and development of manned deep drive of China. That is Ye Cong, Deputy Director of Group of Overall Structure, Department of Underwater Engineering, 702 Institute of China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation. “Work wholeheartedly and make the best product” and “eliminate errors” were his career objective.
On April 6th, the training on psychological counseling for the 12355 Youth & Children Service Hotline of the region of north China was held in Shijiazhuang, Hebei Province.

On May 31st, the opening ceremony of the provincial sports festival in celebration of the Children’s Day was held in Ningxi School, Hefei, Anhui Province.

On May 31st, the “new desk project” commenced in Changsha, Hunan Province, which brought a special Children’s Day present for the students of rural areas.

On June 3rd, the “Ningxia Youth Lecture” activity was held in the gymnasium of Beifang University of Nationalities.

On June 15th, the 10th Straits Youth Forum opened in Xiamen, Fujian Province. This Straits Youth Forum was a highlight event of the 4th Straits Forum.
On May 13th, students attending “Campus Asia” ceremony from China, Japan and South Korea presented a street dance show.

On May 2nd, Malaysian youth representatives visiting China kicked off a friendly football match with students from North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power.

On May 15th, young Chinese students performed national dance during their attending 2012 Russian student spring Festival held in Chelyabinsk.

On May 16th, representatives of the 3rd Latin American Parties Youth Cadres Seminar visited Beijing Volunteer Federation.

From 9th May to 11th May, Chinese Youth delegation attended the “Y20 Mexico Young Delegates Meeting” held in the city of Puebla, Mexico.